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DISCLAIMERS
SEO for 2012

Guarantees
With search engine optimization in general and more specifically, with
respect to this document, it is impossible to say how much traffic can be
generated in any time period. Some changes will require as little as one
week to take effect, while many can be up to 3-6 months or longer for
measurable changes to be observed. The sooner the optimization
changes are implemented; the sooner results are typically seen. While
the information provided here may prove useful, no placement or
positioning guarantees are being made. Readers and users of the
techniques herein agree that all of the information in this document
is provided as is, without warranties of any kind whatsoever.

Code of Ethics
The information laid out in this document are believed to not intentionally
violate any specific rules as advocated by the search engines. The use
of or promotion of inappropriate methods is frowned upon. Reasonable
expectations should accompany the use of this document.

seo@rotsztein.com
@brianrotsztein
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COPYRIGHT & DISTRIBUTION RIGHTS
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This document was written and published by Brian Rotsztein. He owns
the copyright.
If you would like to distribute this document, you are welcome to do so,
for free, with two rules:
(1) You may not change it or modify it in any way.
(2) You cannot sell this document or use it as incentive for an action.

Photos & Images
Brian Rotsztein owns the copyright to his headshot and the image with a
copyright notice on it. Some photos (mainly the ones with a white
background, except the iPhone) were purchased from istockphoto.com.
Logos are copyright their respective owners. Screenshots, illustrations,
and images were used for educational purposes.

seo@rotsztein.com
@brianrotsztein
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PREFACE
SEO for 2012

About This Report
This report was written between mid-December 2011 and January 11,
2012. It was produced as a service to readers of the purposive.com
blog, people who have signed up for updates, attended Brian
Rotsztein’s talks worldwide, worked with him in some capacity, and any
newcomers who have taken an interest in his SEO and online marketing
work.

About The Author

seo@rotsztein.com
@brianrotsztein

With Internet marketing experience dating
back to the 1990s, Brian Rotsztein brings a
seasoned approach to working with clients.
As the head of two web design and Internet
marketing companies (RedstoneX.com and
Uniseo.com), he helps businesses gain a
competitive advantage. He is a recognized
Internet strategist and international SEO
expert, with clients such as The United
Nations, The Library of Congress, Blue Cross Blue Shield, Best Western
Hotels and Quality Inn. He holds two Master’s degrees, has taught at
several universities, and is head of the Montreal Internet Marketing
Training Centre where he also provides training services for topics such
as SEO and social media. Brian is the President of the Canadian
Internet Marketing Association. He also writes fresh ideas in his popular
SEO, social media, and Internet marketing business blog,
purposive.com. You can also get more info at brianrotsztein.com.

Special Thanks
A special thank you goes out to Tom Hartman for helping with the
editing and layout.
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About Purposive.com (My Blog)
SEO for 2012

As an Internet pioneer, I have been blogging for many different websites
since the 1990s. Purposive.com started in 2008 and I have continued
to post high quality, original articles on it ever since. The blog was
recently re-designed and along with a great new look, the posts were
divided into convenient categories to help readers find info more easily.
You’ll learn a lot from the content I've posted. Read and enjoy!

SEO Services
If your business or blog needs services such as Internet strategy
consulting, SEO training, SEO web design, link building, custom
website programming, SEO training or consulting, WordPress
assistance, content management systems (CMS) help, or related
services, please do not hesitate to contact me. Thank you.

seo@rotsztein.com
@brianrotsztein
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SEO for 2012

In order to best understand the changes that took place in 2011 and
very early in 2012, it's important to briefly explain how I view (and
teach) search engine optimization (SEO). The introduction lays the
foundation to learn how these changes affect your website and online
presence as described throughout this report. If you want your business
or blog to gain a competitive edge, start by making sure you understand
the following, as all of them are expected to have an impact on search
results in 2012.

SEO Components
The framework of any attempt at SEO should be based on two top-level
categories or components. These are on-site SEO and off-site SEO
(inbound linking).
On-site SEO involves anything you do to the website itself. This could
include changes to the HTML or CSS coding, specifying types of links
that connect the pages, the actual text itself, and so on.

seo@rotsztein.com
@brianrotsztein

Compare this to off-site SEO, which mainly deals with inbound links and
social signals. That is, links that point from another website into your
website. Inbound linking is a key component of Google’s original
algorithm and remains important today. By social signals, I’m referring to
the aspect of social media platforms that Google uses in its ranking
factors.
This report is divided into two main sections to reflect the division among
these key components. It’s important to note that each side influences the
other. Well, at least if you’re doing SEO properly! I’ll discuss that in a
later section.
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Sell to People, Not Machines
SEO for 2012

Before going on, I think it's important to state that if you intend to sell to
consumers, you need to provide content that they can easily digest. I’ve
been finding that too many individuals who call themselves SEO
consultants are creating content that favors search engine software more
than people. That’s a big mistake.
It’s important for you to optimize for users, consumers, visitors...
whatever you want to call them. Don't just create content for machines
and don’t restrict your SEO to thinking only about search engines and
rankings. Doing so is widely regarded as making an amateur mistake
and it won't convert as many visitors into buyers, followers, subscribers,
sign-ups or whatever a conversion is for your business.

Google Search Types Have Diversified

seo@rotsztein.com
@brianrotsztein

Google launched in 1998 and really started to pick up in the early
2000s. Around 2003, I was trying to explain to businesses that linking
is important for high search engine rankings and you know what I got
back? “What’s a Google?” or “Uhhhh, I really don’t know about this
linking thing, so forget it.” Times have really changed and most
businesses now realize the importance of good Google rankings. That
said, most haven’t taken advantage of the various changes in Google
search results. Remember that now you're working on ranking through
various types of search. Here are some important types of Google
search:
Universal Search: As of 2007, Google changed their search engine
results pages to not only show links to websites but also videos, photos,
and so on. They essentially took the separate search properties that they
ran and combined them into the main results pages. The term “Universal
search” represents Google’s product. This is not to be confused with the
term “blended search” which represents to concept itself.
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Personalized Search: Launched in 2009, this was also thought to be
the nail in the coffin for SEO and of course it wasn’t. Google looks at
websites you have been visiting and so when you search, it tries to
sway the results toward websites you might be looking for, based on this
past experience. To use Google Personalized Search, users originally
had to be logged into Google but that was later changed.
Instant Search: Introduced in 2010, you can see Google Instant Search
when you type in the search box and see a list of possibilities. Some
pessimists saw this as the end of SEO because it limits search variations.
In fact, smart SEOs used those recommendations as keywords to target!
Social Search: Google rolled out Social Search worldwide in 2011. It
shows which of your friends liked pages in the search results and
basically highlights social appreciation by your connections within
specific results. Social Search displays a connection beneath items likes
Twitter and Flickr profiles, images that are shared by your social media
connections, websites and blogs that are created by people you
(ostensibly) trust.

seo@rotsztein.com
@brianrotsztein

Local Search Results: Toward the end of 2011, Google rolled out a
new search results format where a large map, with details and
directions below it which took up half of the screen for some search
results.
Mobile Search: Have you tried Google on a smartphone? If you’re a
pizza restaurant and you don’t come up in a Google Places search, it’s
time to do something about it.
Google+ Integration: The most recent Google search type to hit the
web. Essentially, Google has merged its database and Google+
information to yield one large search and social powerhouse.
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ON-SITE SEO
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The way we tackle SEO in-house is to first examine the on-site factors.
But before I get to on-site specifics, I’ll describe key algorithm
adjustments.

Algorithm Updates
Even though Google makes hundreds of algorithm adjustments each
year, in 2011 we witnessed significant changes that will have a lasting
impact.
It began in February with what has become known as the Panda
Update (some people call it the Farmer Update). The update was meant
to crack down on websites that were considered to be of low quality,
yet still ranked well in search engine results pages. The initial update
was something of a shock to the SEO community and after a huge
backlash, Google went on to modify the algorithm with several updates
throughout 2011. There will probably be more adjustments during
2012.

seo@rotsztein.com
@brianrotsztein

A side note about the naming of these algorithms: Panda is named after
Google engineer Navneet Panda. I’m sorry to disappoint anyone who
thought it had to do with a cuddly bear. Some referred to it as the
Farmer update because part of its mission was to remove content farms
from the higher positions in the search results.
A second major update was called the Freshness Update. I’ll discuss that
a little later.
What Panda Means To You
Thanks to the Panda update, the term "unique content" has taken on a
whole new meaning in the SEO world. If you know the industry well,
you’re probably aware that Google's intent is to create the world's best
information-rich artificially intelligent system. They want to create a tool
Special Report: SEO for 2012
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that can assess whether your website is merely re-telling a news story.
Taking it a step further, Google wants to be able to judge whether you
were the one that first wrote (or created) and published that particular
news item.
Contrast this with Facebook which wants to create the world’s best
information-rich, socially-based system. With Google+, Google is
moving into the social game but its core function is still search.
Re-written Content
From a practical perspective, one of the key take-home points of Pandarelated changes is that just re-writing a news story, blog post, product
description (compared to the manufacturer’s description, for instance) or
any other content you may add to your website may not be enough
anymore.
Even though we’re still assessing the situation, it looks as though Panda
goes after categories or sections of a website, or entire websites. That’s
important to note because when you optimize a website properly, you
must do so page-by-page, on an individual basis.

seo@rotsztein.com
@brianrotsztein

With this new change, it seems that you might need a significant
number of pages to be ”caught” by Google and once you hit that
threshold, it changes the site’s ranking, presumably for the worse. Now
keep in mind that the jury is still out on this. As 2012 progresses, we’ll
hopefully have an even clearer picture as to how this is playing out. I’ll
post updates on purposive.com as the trends become clearer.
Don’t forget that while some websites go down, others are moving up.
The Panda update worked well in some cases and got rid of junk-filled,
scraper websites (the ones that copy parts of other websites and make
that content into the bulk of its own pages). When those websites got
demoted in the rankings, others moved up.
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In fact, many very busy websites lost massive numbers of high position
rankings and traffic (such as ezinearticles.com, hubpages.com,
associatedcontent.com, articlebase.com, etc) while others moved up
and witnessed an increase in traffic.

Remember that duplicate content is a big issue.
Make sure you differentiate your content.

seo@rotsztein.com
@brianrotsztein

Google still has holes though, since I can tell you that at least thirty
articles for which I was the original author are still confused by Google
as of this writing and sadly, it continues to let the thieves win (for now
anyway). With Google, you have to take the good with the bad. It’s not
a perfect system by any stretch. You’ll have days of frustration but also a
lot of positive ones where your sites rank well and you take advantage
of all that high rankings can bring.
Article Marketers Take a Hit
If you’re an article marketer, there’s a good chance you’re feeling the
effects of Panda. This makes sense because the quality of original work
on article websites like ezinearticles.com is often low. There were some
great ones but many were poorly written, with only a cursory exploration
of a topic. There were far too many articles “written” by freelance
“writers” who could be found on outsourcing websites like Elance.com.
Special Report: SEO for 2012
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Now take those superficial articles and reprint them on a dozen or more
additional sites, or try to make it look like an original article by re-writing
it slightly and you know why Google wanted to get rid of it. In some
cases, amateur SEOs also did something foolish which was to write a
decent piece for their blog and then repost it on article websites.
These sites could miraculously add a canonical form field where authors
can identify where the original content came from (which would be
displayed in the code for search engines to read) but I wouldn’t hold my
breath on that. For those of you who don’t know what a canonical tag
is, it’s basically a way to show Google that you have re-published
information and to give credit to the original source.

seo@rotsztein.com
@brianrotsztein

In 2012, I would still suggest trying article
marketing, especially for those who have used this
technique successfully in the past. However, I add
the caveat that doing so most likely won’t be as
effective as it used to be and to proceed with
caution. Finding that perfect mix will probably
become more difficult and time-consuming, making
that elusive sweet spot harder to find. I know it’s not what you want to
hear but hey, I’m in the same boat as you! The technology world moves
and changes rapidly and we all have to continually adapt to make it
work for each of us.
Advertising & Design
In light of Panda, it has been suggested that websites (especially
bloggers and online magazines) reduce advertising on their sites. In
other words, if you run a content website, don't overload it with ads.
We’ve suspected for years that Google didn’t like pages with excessive
advertising, particularly poor ratios of advertising content (e.g., little
content, lots of ads).
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I know that some readers are thinking "well this big brand company is
doing this and that so I should too." Actually, not necessarily. The saying
“what’s good for them is good for me” doesn’t always work in the SEO
world. Even though Google cracked down on companies like
Overstock.com and JC Penney in early 2011, I believe that large
company and organization websites are treated differently than smaller
sites. That's because large brand name websites have a lot of links from
other sources that help support their trustworthiness and authoritative
nature. This is on a scale that extremely few small business websites and
bloggers can realistically compete with.
Bloggers should keep working on their websites. I suggest producing
content beyond short articles and unsubstantial work. The message for
everyone reading is that you should always endeavor to create a
positive user experience when they are on your website and that can be
partially accomplished by providing useful, worthwhile content.
Panda Side-effect

seo@rotsztein.com
@brianrotsztein

It’s clear that websites which have been hit by Panda have lost rankings
and web traffic. Some people have discovered crappy websites ranking
at the top, all of the sudden. It may be that old websites which lost high
rankings due to Panda may take a long time to regain their former glory,
if ever. Should that be the case, content-heavy microsites may be the
answer. No one knows if this was an intended consequence but the
Panda update may lead to an increase in the number of websites.
Sadly, I can already see the countless websites in results pages that
consist of WordPress templates replete with stolen content (photos,
graphics, text, etc). I’m sure it’s a matter of time until the websites with
stolen text (which is the most obvious to conquer) will be eliminated from
high positions.
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Page Loading Speed
Once in a while, we find out about a new addition to the Google
algorithm and the company then releases a tool to support that point. A
website’s loading speed (on a page-by-page basis) is one such factor.
In 2010, we learned that Google was using that as one of its many
(some say 200 or so) ranking factors. During 2011, Google Analytics
began providing this information thanks to its Site Speed Report. This
part of the program shows which landing pages are the slowest,
website loading time by browser, which visitors (geographically) were
able to load the site faster and so on. You can also use Google
Webmaster Tools to help you (Page Speed Reports).
I would add that speed and mobility should go hand-in-hand as
consumers don’t want to wait for information to load on their
smartphones.

Google PageRank

seo@rotsztein.com
@brianrotsztein

Now more than ever, it’s time to stop obsessing over PageRank. In
2012, don't worry about it. It’s not nearly as important as it used to be
and rumor has it that it got even further downgraded in the Panda
update. If anything, just use it as a general guide to inbound links for a
specific page. Now, just to keep you on your toes and make sure
you’re still reading, here’s an SEO joke. How many SEO specialists
does it take to change a light bulb, light_bulb, light-bulb, light.bulb,
lightbulb, lamp, fixture, night light? Ok, so let’s continue…!
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The Freshness Update
In November 2011, another algorithm update was released by
Google. This one was called the Freshness Update. The idea was to
better display recent events and hot topics. For example, if you type
"Super Bowl" into the Google search box, chances are you want to
know about the upcoming or most recent Super Bowl as opposed to one
that took place 15 years ago. Also, on the retail side, if you’re
searching for digital camera features, you want to know about the latest
technology, not what was state-of-the-art several years ago. Google is
apparently now trying to account for these details more than ever. It
remains to be seen how successful this update will be. While it certainly
has its very strong advantages, I fear that quality articles may get lost in
the ranking position changes.

Accounting for Google Algorithm Updates
Timeless Articles
First, I’ll start with a few tips to account for the Freshness Update in
2012. They all have to do with time and timelessness!

seo@rotsztein.com
@brianrotsztein

If you have a blog (i.e., using WordPress), remove the dates that
appear in a search engine results page snippet. Google started
showing blog post publication dates (or “date stamp”) because their
team obviously thought it would be useful to end users.
A secondary benefit of removing the date stamp from snippets is that
people won’t be biased against it by thinking it’s old information. That
way, you’re likely to see an increase in click-throughs from the results
page to your website.
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By the way, there is also a compromise with this issue for bloggers. If
you use WordPress, you might want to set it up to post the date in the
snippet for say, 6 months, and then have it disappear if your content
tends to diminish in relevance over time.
To be fair, I must state that I hate it when I read a blog post where the
date has been removed. The date is one of the first things I look at!
There has been a trend over the last couple of years to remove the date
from the actual post to cover up the fact that the blogger is no longer
working on the site and so rather than appear out of date, they choose
to disable the date. That’s very annoying when you are trying to acquire
information where time-based information is important.
In addition to the above, to help make your article timeless, some of you
might want to avoid excessive references to specific products, limit
mentions of holidays like Christmas (unless of course it’s about that
holiday), and don’t go out of your way to refer to current events. Those
guidelines are quite harsh and I only added them to get you thinking
about timelessness. I feel that you should write about whatever you
intended to, without strictly obeying that line of thinking.

seo@rotsztein.com
@brianrotsztein

On the other hand, if you write pieces like guides (e.g., how to
approach the topic of buying a digital camera), your information will
likely be useful a lot longer. Eventually, you might want to write about
how to purchase a camera as part of a mobile phone (since that
convergence is bound to occur).
Stick to a Niche
I’m sure a handful of readers have websites that are more general and
discuss multiple areas of interest. In this case, if your on-site SEO website
architecture is appropriate, then you should be fine. For example, if you
run a magazine with a dating section, nightlife section, and sports
section, as long as each of those is in their respective folders on the site,
there’s little reason why you’d be affected.
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I think that in most cases, people blog about what they are interested in
and passionate about. Businesses with blogs or those with one or more
websites can certainly appreciate staying in a niche.
If your niche is digital camera repairs, then keep talking about
professional, amateur, and prosumer camera model, brand names,
trends in lens design, camera accessories, repair centers, and so on.
One final point here is that at least part of the Panda update appears to
be that websites were pigeon-holed into niches. The software specialists
always have something in mind when they make these types of changes
and there are sometimes unintended consequences which they claim
they try to fix when they can.
Provide and Create Useful, Accurate Information

seo@rotsztein.com

When you’re writing, describe what you’re talking about in detail. It’s
rare that people complain about too much product information or too
many examples of product uses.
When it comes to working on blogs, well, this is the hard part. Rather
than re-working and essentially re-using someone else's work by stating
something a bit differently, start thinking about original ideas and put
them into words. If you aren't an idea person, that's ok. Ideas are all
around you. Some sources include:

@brianrotsztein

• Brainstorm ideas with friends, relatives, and colleagues
• Request feedback from your social media networks by asking
Facebook fans, Twitter followers, customers or anyone else
around what ideas they want to hear about it.
• Look at what your competitors think is useful for clients and
generate ideas from that. A side note: Just because your
competitor is doing something doesn’t mean it’s working. You
need to look deeper and evaluate it on a case by case basis.
• Simply hire a company that can think of ideas for you.
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Overall, I suggest creating content with a lot of detail in it. Avoid
superficial information.
For instance, if you write a hotel review as a blog post, avoid writing
vague descriptions such as “the food was good and the pool was nice.”
Rather, give readers useful information that they would want to consume
like “I didn’t like the fact that there were stairs to get into the resort hotel
dining room because I need wheelchair accessibility” or “there’s a full
bar right in the pool which is a cool idea but people kept throwing cups
in the water and no one would collect them, leaving a mess. This was
part of larger issues that I had with the hotel.”
To be clear, that’s just an example. No one, including me, has any
conclusive clue as to how Google is going to react to the variations in
detail of any specific post. I’m just trying to make a point about levels of
detail being better for users and as of recently, supposedly better for
search engine rankings.
Google is programming its system to think like a human and an
individual can easily spot written content that is too broad or vague.
Content Trends

seo@rotsztein.com
@brianrotsztein

Videos are becoming increasingly popular. The search box on
YouTube.com is the second largest search engine after Google (oh, and
it’s owned by Google!). Just don’t create hacky videos on the cheap that
will do more harm than good. Do your homework before making
videos. There is a wrong way.
Aside from use of videos which continues to grow in popularity, the
hottest trend is infographics. They were on fire in 2011 and will
continue to be hot in 2012. Hire a company to create them and blog
about them, put them up on your organization’s website, and basically
spread them around. They’re great link bait, not to mention word-ofmouth brand marketing.
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"Fresh is good but you really
want to be comprehensive"
- Matt Cutts, Google Engineer
November 2011 discussing SEO and website content going into 2012

Enhance User Experience
Noted Google software engineer Matt Cutts suggests having a blog
because it provides opportunities to produce content and get links. I’ve
been preaching that for years and still believe that it’s good advice. At
the end of the day, something useful will typically beat the competition.
So what will you put in your blog? Fresh content!

Fresh Content

seo@rotsztein.com
@brianrotsztein

If your website has been up for at least a couple of years, it's time for a
change. One industry I’ve often used as an analogy is fashion. The
same way fashions change (in-style patterns, materials, etc.) is the same
way websites do. What most consumers are not conscious of is that
website styles are continuously evolving. New programming languages,
methodologies, and trends help drive that change. Now, consider
blending SEO into that mix.
In 2012, you don't have to re-design your site (although if it's more than
2-3 years old, it might be useful to do so), but you should consider
updating your content. What do I mean by content? At the very least,
do a once-over through the text of your website and see if it's still
relevant. You may be surprised by what you find.
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I can tell you from personal experience that I've re-read countless pages
of my various websites over time and have discovered that many
aspects were no longer important. You may discover that some of the
details of your company's services are either a little out of date or that
you need to add more information and richer service descriptions. This
has been my conclusion on several occasions.
For example, I have been hired as a consultant and/or expert witness in
SEO court cases on several occasions, my company creates custom
designed QR codes and infographics, and we build SEO-friendly
mobile websites. All of these were going on for a long time before they
were added as services.
Obviously, if people aren’t aware that you offer a specific service, they
will have trouble finding you and hiring you for it. If you want to
properly grow your business using the Internet, list all of your important,
revenue-generating, fantastic ROI-producing product and services.
Google has been saying for at least a couple of years that they want to
see fresh content so 2012 is a good time to work on it (with or without
a new web or mobile design).

seo@rotsztein.com

Content Theft

@brianrotsztein

One other aspect you may want to look into while you're editing content
is how many companies and bloggers have stolen that content. Panda
took care of it to some extent but Google still gets it wrong in many
cases and the scraped website can rank higher than yours. Items like
Cease and Desist notices are a topic for another day but my point here
is that if you re-write and update your content, you can make it look
original again and work on re-gaining or maintaining your high ranking.
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Earlier I pointed out some ideas for generating, well, ideas! Here are a
few points to get you thinking about the underlying motivation behind
the web content. When you’re going to add content to an online
presence, be it on your website, blog, Facebook business page,
Google+ page, YouTube, Foursquare, and so on, be mindful of these
points. They will likely help you stay on top.
• Write something that is actually interesting! I know it sounds
crazy but nobody wants to read dull content.
• Make your content relevant. If you launch a microsite to support
your main website, make sure it contains information that
consumers actually want. For example, if you run an ecommerce
website selling smartphones and related accessories, and decide
to launch a microsite to promote your line of iPhone cases, make
sure you’re selling cases for the current model. (By the way, I’m a
big advocate of microsites. When used properly, they can boost
business tremendously).

seo@rotsztein.com

• Inspire people to spread the word about your company, brand,
product or service. Of course, the obvious way to do that is good
old fashioned offering of a quality product and effective customer
service. But your content’s tone can go a long way in conveying
your values.

@brianrotsztein

If that’s not enough for you, check out what Google says about quality:
http://googlewebmastercentral.blogspot.com/2011/05/moreguidance-on-building-high-quality.html
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Simple humor is a great way to grab attention!
The Truth About ROI
Keep in mind that you’re working hard on SEO and your content to
ultimately achieve a worthwhile return on your investment. These new
changes may cause you to re-think your online strategy but they shouldn’t
deter you from the end goal.
That said, I’d like to add one final point regarding SEO, social media
marketing, and Internet marketing in general, as they pertain to ROI. It
has to do with a by-product of the seminars I give.
seo@rotsztein.com
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While presenting at conferences, I work hard on my slides because I
want them to support the talk by being simultaneously entertaining and
informative (and I want to make sure they’ll look good on Slideshare if I
upload them afterwards).
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Well, at some recent talks, one slide in particular generated a lot of
buzz and I wanted to share it with you since it’s relevant and important.
The text simply said this:

If your service sucks,
If your product sucks,
If your company sucks,
If your executive board sucks,
Then your ROI is going to suck, too.
Keep the above in mind as you work through your changes. SEO
doesn’t make a good business, it enhances it.
Google Preview Search
Since Google now allows users to preview a website before they click
the link, it means that consumers will check you out without your
knowledge. An up-to-date and alluring web design may help with your
click-through rate.
New Entry Points
seo@rotsztein.com
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As you may know, websites with repetitive, similar looking pages
comprised of mostly the same boring text typically doesn’t work very
well both for search engine rankings and for converting website visitors
into customers. There are some exceptions of course, like certain Yellow
Pages-type directories with tens of thousands of pages, but for the most
part, this isn’t the case.
Now, here’s a trend that deserves highlighting. Remember that Google
is trying to serve the best possible results to its end users. Earlier, I
mentioned that a while ago Google added blended (or universal)
search results.
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Well, it has come to the point where Google now needs to consume
various forms of content to continue to satisfy its' appetite and fill that
blend.
Here are some ways you can do so:
• Make your content appear unique by adding videos (try
Youtube.com or ClipRiot.com embed codes).
• Insert more graphics and photos.
• Make use of PowerPoint presentations by trying Slideshare embed
codes.
Integrate these items and talk about them! Use original work (such as a
how-to video that you have created for your product) on your website or
offer a unique perspective on a video you were watched and
embedded into your blog.

seo@rotsztein.com
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By taking that extra step, and I do recognize that it is more work, you’re
helping to satisfy the Panda update while simultaneously making it more
likely that your work will appear in a blended search results page.
Moreover, you will likely decrease your website’s bounce rate because
people like to see photos and graphics, watch videos, and generally
consume information in the easiest way possible (i.e., watch something
rather than read about it).
In the end, spammers and content thieves who won't want to spend time
or money will be cut out (hopefully, for the most part) and real
companies and bloggers who spend time creating a great product
should win with more traffic through higher search engine results pages
rankings.
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Mobile SEO
When I refer to mobile SEO, I'm usually referring to smartphones and
tablets to a lesser extent (like the iPhone and iPad, respectively).
In 2011, smartphone sales took off like never before, letting more
individuals use Google and other search engines wherever they went.
The ability to access a search engine by keeping it in your pocket or by
your bedside is a game changer. It means that SEO web design has to
be customized to adapt to this new reality.
Search Diversity is Growing Fast
It's becoming increasingly difficult to keep track of SEO simply on the
basis that people search on so many different systems now. Just a few
years ago, nearly all searches were done on a desktop computer or
laptop.
Want to know a little secret? Typing searches into a Google search
box is going to become a thing of the past in the next few years. I doubt
it will be obsolete for some time but the next generation of search is
going to come from your mouth: Voice control of your searches.

seo@rotsztein.com
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Using Siri on my iPhone (on the
left), I asked it “who is Lady
Gaga” and it gave me this as an
answer. What’s going to happen
when increasingly more people
realize they can talk to their
phones? At least one side effect
will be fewer searches in Google.
Many Android phones have voice
control as well, although not yet as
sophisticated. Since Android was
created by Google, it’s fair to
assume that voice control on these
phones will have some Googlerelated component to them.

At this point, many people don’t even know they have voice capability.
If you have an iPhone, go to your settings and enable Siri. Then start
talking to your phone. Ask it to send text messages, play a song, and
most relevant here, search for information. You’d be amazed at how
impressive it is, even in these early stages of the software.
seo@rotsztein.com
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I would go a step further and say that soon you’ll be able to tell your
phone to open an app. If you have a Wikipedia app, for example, you
could ask your phone to bypass a search and go right to your app to
get the answer you’re searching for.
And what about the results pages? It used to be that you’d get 10
websites and possibly some sponsored ads (pay per click ads) on those
pages. Now you get map suggestions, videos, and the works.
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When you create a desktop website or a mobile version, design for
SEO but also for users and conversions.
• Design with specific custom menus for ease of use and crawling.
• Reconsider search patterns: People search differently using
mobile devices. For example, they may utilize different keywords
when performing a mobile search. Also, some research indicates
that they tend to use mobile devices more frequently on weekends
which is also something to consider.
• Duplicate mobile content: When you create a mobile version of
your website, make sure the correct steps were taken to avoid
duplicate content issues. Use canonical tags, refrain from
blocking the content with robots.txt files, and use codes (like 404,
301) properly.

seo@rotsztein.com

• Create specific actionable pages: People buy on impulse
online but they also act quickly with their mobile devices. For
Valentine’s Day, create a special landing page to sell your
flowers and chocolates. On Black Friday or December 24th,
make a mobile-specific ad with specials for last minute shoppers.
On Boxing Day (in countries like Canada, Australia and the UK),
make mobile pages highlighting your “insane” discounts and
encourage people who are already out to come by your store.

@brianrotsztein

This certainly isn’t a comprehensive list, simply a heads-up as mobile
gains even more prominence in 2012.
I’ve written an overview on mobile design which you may find helpful:
ww.purposive.com/mobile-websites-best-practices-considerations/
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While the old days of search results were the easiest to not only use but
understand, current search methods have evolved in multiple directions.
To my dismay as an SEO, I predict fewer searches will actually be done
with someone typing keywords into a search box. And, if they do, the
results just won’t ever be the same since there’s no going back. Below
you will find several areas that are limiting “traditional” search.
Google Instant Search
Instant search results have cut down some of what an SEO works
toward such as attracting long-tail searchers. By offering a narrow band
of keyword term options, to some extent consumers have learned to go
with what Google has been suggesting.
Google+ Profile Search

seo@rotsztein.com
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During the beginning of January 2012, Google enhanced Instant search
by adding profiles into its Instant Search autocomplete options. The
options will feature “various prominent people from Google+.” Suppose
you run a website featuring photos of Megan Fox. If someone starts
typing “Meg” for “Megan Fox” into Google, they will get a thumbnail
image and suggestion to go visit her website. If that’s the case, your
website will be by-passed completely. This is another hit for SEO.
Google+ Search Options
Google has added an option next to its search box that limits results by
leaving out personal results. It’s simply another variation of what they
have had several iterations of. It’s doubtful whether the average user will
actually take advantage of this. Also, only a small percentage of users
(along the lines of 10%) search while logged in. This also chips away at
traffic that would have been more likely to come to your website in the
“old days.”
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Let me make this perfectly clear, again: voice command on your phone
is a game-changer for mobile device users but also for search engines.
When more people start talking to their phones, they will by-pass the
Google search box completely, especially as the technology improves.
More QR Codes, Less Searching and Linking
Considering that it's easier to scan a bar code than type a domain
name or use a search engine, people will use QR codes instead (when
they see them). As QR codes become ubiquitous, I see two SEO-related
trend changes. First, fewer people will be looking for websites in search
engines. Second, there may be a decrease in linking to websites.
A side note: I’m working on a mobile marketing/QR code book which
should be available sometime in 2012.
Local SEO

seo@rotsztein.com
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Consumers who search on their mobile devices very often want local
retail information while they are out and about. In other words, local
SEO is going to become even more important. Smart marketers will take
advantage of the fact that smartphone users who search often make
quick decisions and if you’re a restaurant, nightclub, or other retailer,
you need to take advantage of that fact. One thing you can do is make
use of Google Places which will probably become more important,
unless something better comes along.
Mobile Apps
I predict that more people will look for reviews and suggestions from
mobile-related apps, leading to fewer search engine queries from nonmobile devices. I personally enjoy using Foursquare and retailers should
take advantage of that social location game for increased sales and
leads.
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Aside from on-site SEO, there’s a lot going on off-site. Inbound linking
remains important while social media signals have grown in importance.

Backlink Checking
Yahoo Site Explorer was closed in November 2011, once again
making SEO professionals work harder at locating an alternative. They
had a great service and laughed us off which is unfortunate. Some of
you reading this may recall their Overture keyword search tool which
was unbelievably helpful for finding appropriate keywords back in the
day, until Yahoo shut it down.
Remember that search engines are not there for your benefit, they
are there to do what's best for them. Their goal is to serve the best
quality, useful results as fast possible to information seekers and then
serve ads to them so they can generate a profit. Yahoo and Bing have
merged their webmaster tools so you can still get backlink information,
but only for domain names that you own. You just have to sign up for an
account with Bing Webmaster Tools.

seo@rotsztein.com
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Current notice on the Yahoo! Search - Bing Merger
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There are several alternatives to help you find out about backlinks, all of
which have free and paid options.
• majesticSEO.com
• opensiteexplorer.org (has a lot of info but can be confusing)
• ahrefs.com
• alexa.com

Link Tips
As you continue to get links, here are some points to keep in mind:
• Continue building links but watch what the source is.
• Use thematically-related links.
• Get links from diverse sources.
• Spread out your link acquisition over time.
• Focus on links with relevant and on-topic anchor text.
You should read the following on my blog for more info:
SEO Linking Tutorial:
seo@rotsztein.com

http://www.purposive.com/seo-linking-guide/

@brianrotsztein

SEO Linking Checklist:
http://www.purposive.com/the-seo-linking-checklist/
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The search for high quality inbound links is becoming even more tedious
but Google+ may be a good source. Google’s most recent attempt at
getting more personal is working to some extent. Their purpose is to
make the results more personalized and targeted with tools like
Google+ and everything that comes with it. Case in point, they’ve
added a button near the search box that lets users restrict searches to
what their social network of Google+ users have “plused” more
frequently than others. Further, Google+ pages now appear in search
engine results pages.
Since search and social are slowly being integrated, I think we’ll start to
see a lot more software and websites offering SEO and social media
analytics integration. The need for new types of metrics is now a
necessity.
Google now has a bias for shared content. That is, it is adding more
weight to social signals that people are providing about the things they
like more than others. I hesitate to say “dislike” since we can’t prove
that. Ok, so that means that Google is leveling the playing field with
Facebook to some extent.

seo@rotsztein.com
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Search vs. Social
At PodCamp Montreal (2010), I gave a talk that, at the time, was novel
in its approach. I compared the utility of Google as a source of cold
suggestions and Facebook as a place for warm recommendations. I
then went on to point out that each of their objectives was to out-do the
other and to do so, they’d have to work at getting into each other’s
space. Well, with Google+, the social aspect is certainly working its
way into our search results. To learn more about that talk, you can read
about it and see my slides here:
http://www.purposive.com/search-vs-social-media-marketing
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In March of 2011, Google added their +1 button for people to "like"
items they enjoyed, found useful, and wanted to share. I anticipate that
Google will take further advantage of the information they gather from it.
While “everyone” thought that they were getting Google Analytics for
free all these years, in fact it was a trade-off. Google helped you with
your web metrics but they used that data to spy on the competition (in
addition to their other objectives). For example, they looked at Yahoobased traffic patterns on your website which helped them understand
how that search engine worked. Well, they had a much more difficult
time with Facebook information since it was socially based, not searchbased, and in a closed system controlled by this top competitor. They
launched Google+ in order to gain a competitive advantage.
Google+ may take off but of course it remains to
be seen. Google closed Google Buzz and
Google Wave, and de-emphasized Orkut which
were all attempts at social networks, so a lot of
people in the SEO and social media industries
have been somewhat hesitant to adopt Google+
as their network of choice.

seo@rotsztein.com
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As of this writing, Google+ is estimated to have about 60 million users
(compared to Facebook’s 800 million). There’s a lot to be said about
these numbers, such as the fact that many people have multiple
accounts, numerous users sign up and then become inactive and so on,
but that’s an entirely separate discussion.
In any case, Google has gone social and you just know they are going
to link it to search engine results pages which will in turn have an effect
on SEO. This time, the Google+ emphasis is on sharing content and
socializing with people in specific groups that are easily customizable
by users.
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Google+ is multi-faceted and can appear complicated to new and
infrequent users. Listed below are some of the key features that can help
your website get higher rankings as well as promotional opportunities
existing within the system.
Profile Page
Google provides everyone with their own profile page so make sure
you claim yours and start adding people to circles. The concept isn’t
new but the layout and ease of use definitely is. It appears as though
profile pages are going to feature prominently in the results pages. To
that end, I would add a good portion of info (description, photos, etc)
so Google has something substantive to index.
+1
First, I’ll address sharing. Have you seen the Google+ icon all over the
place? When you share a +1, it’s like clicking a “like” in Facebook!
Say that 10 times fast!

seo@rotsztein.com
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Google has taken this information and has worked it into its algorithm
such that when you search, results will appear with a “967 +1’d this”
which can be useful. If you’re logged in, it will also allow you to see
who in your social network has liked (“plused”) that item. It’s their way of
providing you with more warm suggestions (aka personal
recommendations). Combine this with the cold results (i.e., unknown to
you until you click to see what it is) of a traditional Google search
engine results page and Google becomes that much more powerful.
And of course, add the +1 button to your website because it also helps
people share your site.
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These “circles” are remarkably clear cut, easy to use, and appear to be
a catalyst to the success of Google+. Well, it pays to be popular!
People with a huge following tend to be in a lot of circles since many
followers add them. More popular individuals such as celebrities,
models, authors, and so on frequently appear in thousands of circles.
Google now informs users so you could search for someone popular
and it would say this person appears “in 23,156 circles on Google+”
in the search result snippet. It’s clear that Google is using this type of
social data in its algorithmic calculations. This is also a good way for
Google to convince people to join their social network.
I’m willing to bet that it’s only a matter of time before companies start
selling “get into more Google circles” as a service.
Authorship
You can now add “profile code” to your website so that you appear in
the search engine results as an author of the content.
Here is an example:

seo@rotsztein.com
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In this case, the author’s name leads to a Google+ profile and the
“more” goes to additional results for the search term. Aside from the
additional publicity, this additional line in the snippet catches people’s
attention, making it more likely to get click on.
You can also add Google+ profile pages to your circles directly from
the search results page. That’s quick and efficient!
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I suggest being more conscious of when you are logged into Google
because it makes a difference in how your search results are displayed.
The company calls it “Search Plus Your World.” When you’re logged
in, Google will show you more results geared toward your connections
(if they are connected to websites in the search results).
A while back, I hosted a discussion about this issue as it pertains to
Facebook making connections with websites such as Yelp, such that
when you are logged in, it tracks you and biases the information, in
many ways limiting your Internet experience. That remains a concern
that cannot be ignored and will have to be looked into again at a later
date.
Followers
Connected with logging-in is the issue of followers. As part of its attempt
to integrate search and social, you may find that Google will provide
higher rankings of your website’s pages to people who follow your
Google+ profile circles or business profile. Again, this remains to be
seen but it makes sense, given the changes currently taking place. (This
suggestion came from Kristi Hines)

seo@rotsztein.com
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Facebook Comments
As of late 2011, Google could index Facebook comments. That means
the content in those comments, including links, becomes fair game for
Google to parse and use as part of its decision-making process when
judging the pertinence of your brand, website, product or service.
Also, consider that if you de facto abandon your company Facebook
page, that could have an effect as well.
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In September of 2011, as part of its use of social networks, Google
announced their new “application rich snippets” which features more
details for the end user to decide if a website is worth clicking on.
Here’s an example:

The posting of star ratings makes perfect sense. Consumers can instantly
get an opinion then click or move on. This brings us full circle regarding
quality and usefulness. We may one day discover that ratings truly kill
off bad products, companies and brands while they prop up others. It
would also yield more fake reviews than ever before.
The <title> Tag

seo@rotsztein.com
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Another noteworthy point is that the coveted <title> tag is being
manipulated by Google in search engine results pages. There used to
be a virtual guarantee that whatever you wrote in that tag would show
up in search results page, making it easier to catch consumers’ attention.
Not anymore. Google only shows what you’ve written sporadically. I
still strongly advocate the use of custom title tags on every single page.
Google Services
If you have used other Google service such as Picasa (for photo
galleries), those will appear in the snippets as well. So, for a little more
exposure, you can start a photo album using that service.
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The foundation of Google’s system has always been to find, follow,
examine, scrutinize, and empower links. But you already know that. So
let me remind you that content and links go hand-in-hand. They are not
mutually exclusive. One way to get more links is to encourage people to
link to you by way of being impressed with your useful item. How do
you impress them? Create unique, detailed, worthwhile content and give
people a reason to link to you. Despite what a lot of SEOs preach, it’s
not all in the linking. Content is king and linking is queen. Both are
needed to move forward.
Blogging & Links
Whether you’re a blogger or a business professional, give more thought
to what you’re writing, whether there’s an audience for that information,
and how you’ll go after that audience. Create incentives and give
your readers a reason to follow you, engage with you, leave
feedback on your blog, and most importantly from a linking perspective,
link to you from their own websites and blogs.

seo@rotsztein.com
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Links from blogs still carry a good portion of weight, meaning that if you
can find bloggers to link to you, all the better. One way to get them to
do so is to write a guest post on someone else’s blog.
Article directories
If you know how the SEO game was played a few years ago, then
you're aware of article directories being a great source of reverse
reputation management (e.g., fill search engine results pages with
yourself as the expert when people search for you). But also, it was
decent source of inbound links to your website. Since article directories
were hit hard, they may still have some effect but it will more difficult to
find quality. You also have to consider how long that quality content will
last before it’s copied on a slew of websites and the value of your links
diminishes.
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Linking to and from mobile sites may become something to watch out for
but right now I wouldn’t worry about it.

seo@rotsztein.com
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The year 2012 should not be the one where you decide that SEO isn’t
important or is less significant than 2011. It’s easy to look at all of the
competing sources of website traffic, the Google algorithm updates, the
work required to make SEO projects successful and the costs involved,
and then write off SEO.
Unquestionably, I have a vested interest in keeping people interested in
performing SEO. Yes, I would like you, the reader, to still believe in its
value. However, there’s more to it than that as I do a lot more than
SEO.
SEO remains an incredible source of qualified, target market leads and
the long-term benefits are abundant. That said, don’t jump the gun and
do anything “crazy” in 2012. Do your best to think about what you’ve
read here, keep your eyes peeled for up-to-date information, and
implement changes as needed.
Now is not the time for complacency, either. The key is to develop a
strategy and slowly work on it, with realistic goals.

seo@rotsztein.com
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For example, you may decide to create an instructional video for the
better mouse trap that you’ve invented. A strategy for such an approach
would include the intention of getting the video to appear in a Universal
Search engine results page. Obviously, that would just be a small part
of a larger strategy but the point is, you wouldn’t want to write the
words “better mouse trap” a thousand times on the page just to get
Google’s attention. It won’t work. The bottom line here is that you should
refrain from making any rash decisions.
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As those who know me can attest, I am a realist. I tell my clients the truth
and ask them to be sensible in their approach and expectations. I ask
the same from you as your SEO projects progress through 2012.
SEO is not a quick fix. There’s no magic pill that will make your website
immediately shoot up to that coveted number one position. (Actually,
back in the late 90s, there were a few quick fixes but those Google
loopholes are long gone).
If you haven't already done so, consider Google Webmaster Tools and
Bing Webmaster Tools to help you examine both your website but also
what’s happening off-site.
Thank you for taking the time to read through this report. I wish you the
best of luck with your business website, blog, or personal SEO projects.

Google Blogs of Interest

seo@rotsztein.com

Surprisingly, many people in the industry don’t know this but Google
runs a lot of blogs where they announce, highlight, explain, and feature
their products. The list below contains a few relevant blogs where you
can get information directly from Google:

@brianrotsztein

Google
Google
Google
Google
Google
Google

Inside Search: insidesearch.blogspot.com
Webmaster Central: googlewebmastercentral.blogspot.com
Inside AdWords Blog: adwords.blogspot.com
Inside AdSense Blog: adsense.blogspot.com
Mobile Blog: googlemobile.blogspot.com
Commerce Blog: googlecommerce.blogspot.com

Many of these are available in multiple languages if that helps.
www.google.com/press/blog-directory.html
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BUSINESSES WITH WHICH I’M INVOLVED
The eternal search for companies you can trust and rely on is one that
you and I face constantly. Services that should be simple, effective and
reliable like web hosting can be a real pain to find.
My team and I do our best to bring you a sincere, honest,
hardworking, transparent, and trouble-free experience. If you need
services such as the ones listed below and can’t find the right
professional for your needs, please do not hesitate to contact us.
SEO Training & Consulting
SEO Services
SEO CMS
Web Design
Mobile Web Design
Custom Web Programming
Web Hosting

E-commerce
Blog (WordPress) Design
Pay-per-click (PPC)
Social Media Marketing
Email Marketing
Facebook Marketing
Conversion Tracking

Websites
My Hub: www.brianrotsztein.com
seo@rotsztein.com

My Blog: www.purposive.com

@brianrotsztein

SEO & Internet Marketing Company: www.uniseo.com
Web Design Company: www.redstonex.com
SEO-friendly CMS: www.nuvocore.com
…and I have plenty more but that’s enough for now!

Speaking
If you need a dynamic speaker who will give your audience great info
by way of an entertaining seminar (and make you look good for finding
me), feel free to contact me.
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Association
If you’re in Canada, Join the Canadian Internet Marketing Association,
aka CIMA (www.internetmarketingassociation.ca or the LinkedIn group).
We want you and it’s free!

seo@rotsztein.com
@brianrotsztein
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